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Theatre Director’s Disney Trip

MEET KEVIN
Kevin Halpin and his wife are the founders
of a private studio that teaches dance and
musical theatre. His students participate in
regional competitions, but Kevin wanted to
give them a purely educational performance
opportunity. Which is why he planned his first
student tour to Disney World.

MAKE IT MEMORABLE
What was Kevin’s top priority for the
tour? ”The performance experience
needed to have significance. It needed
to be something students would
remember for their entire lives.” He
was looking for a noncompetitive
performance opportunity, and after
receiving recommendations from
fellow dance teachers he choose to
bring his students to Orlando for the
Disney Performing Arts Program.

START EARLY
Kevin started planning his tour a
full two years before his departure
date. Because of this, he was able to
spend a couple weeks figuring out
parents’ needs and matching them
up with the perfect tour company.
So, once he started working with
Brightspark Travel, he had time to
work closely with his Tour Consultant
and Tour Specialist in order to perfect
all of his tour details.

CONVERSATION IS KEY
“It is so important to make sure
everyone is on the same page the
whole time,” says Kevin. He kept his
parents closely involved through
meetings, surveys and other forms
of communication. He also didn’t
hesitate to bring parent questions to
his Tour Consultant: “Because she had
experience leading dance tours herself,
she was always a great resource.”

“Watching the students enjoy each other and dance and sing through the
streets of Epcot was exactly the kind of thing I wanted the event to be.”

THE BEST PART?

UNIQUE TOUR IDEA

For Kevin, the day of the performance and the following
evening was “exactly the experience I wanted the trip
to be focused on.” His group enjoyed a private dinner, a
viewing of Epcot’s Illuminations and an opportunity to
take in each other’s company.

As is common with dance groups, the school
brought both parents and students on the trip. Their
needs were slightly different than those of a group with
just a few chaperones, so Kevin was able to work with
his Brightspark team to adapt certain elements of his
tour.
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A TRIP OF A LIFETIME
Disney Trip Itinerary
DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

DAY 4
Breakfast at Hotel
Arrive at Universal Studios
Lunch in the Park
Explore Park
Dinner in the Park

Arrive at Orlando Airport
Check into Hotel
Explore Park
Dinner in the Park

Breakfast at Hotel
Arrive at Epcot Center
Disney’s Performing Arts
Workshops - Disney Dancin’
Lunch in the Park
Explore Park
Dinner in the Park

Breakfast at Hotel
Explore Park
Lunch in the Park
Arrive at Disney Springs
Disney Performing Arts
On Stage Performance
Dinner at Epcot Italy
Isola West Plaza
Enjoy Illuminations

DAY 5
Breakfast at Hotel
Hotel Check Out
Arrive at Disney Quest
Enjoy Lunch
Depart for Home

A VERY SPECIAL TRIP
From working with “amazing” Disney cast members during workshops and clinics to exploring Disney World for the
very first time, this tour was a pretty special for a lot of students. According to Kevin, this experience brought everyone
closer together: “I wanted the trip to create a feeling of family for the group. I do think it really accomplished that.”

KEVIN’S TOUR SURVEY RESULTS
On a scale of 1 to 5, rate the following:

CHOOSING BRIGHTSPARK
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“Brightspark made it very, very easy,” says Kevin.
He loved working with his Tour Consultant and Tour
Director, and applauds them for their flexibility.
“When parents wanted to do special things, [my
team at Brightspark] went above and beyond to try
to make things happen.”
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On a scale of 1 to 10, how likely are you to recommend
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REQUEST YOUR QUOTE TODAY!
marketing@brightsparktravel.com

